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Cocoa Programming Developer's HandbookAddison Wesley, 2010
The Cocoa programming environment—Apple’s powerful set of clean, object-oriented APIs—is increasingly becoming the basis of almost all contemporary Mac OS X development. With its long history of constant refinement and improvement, Cocoa has matured into a sophisticated programming environment that can make...
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A Bug Hunter's Diary: A Guided Tour Through the Wilds of Software SecurityNo Starch Press, 2011

	
	
		Welcome to A Bug Hunter’s Diary. This book describes the life cycles of
	
		seven interesting, real-life software security vulnerabilities I found over
	
		the past several years. Each chapter focuses on one bug. I’ll explain
	
		how I found the bug, the steps I took to exploit it, and how the vendor...
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Algebra Essentials Practice Workbook with Answers: Linear & Quadratic Equations, Cross Multiplying, and Systems of Equations: Improve Your Math Fluency SeriesCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2010

	UPDATED EDITION: The new edition includes these updates:

		
			The updated edition numbers the questions and answers. This helps to easily find the correct answers in the back of the book.
	
			100% of the answers to the updated edition have been independently verified both by computer and...
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Macworld DVD Studio Pro Bible (With DVD-ROM)John Wiley & Sons, 2001
The DVD StudioPro Bible is the authoritative and comprehensive guide creating professional-quality DVDs using Apple's revolutionary new killer app, DVD Studio Pro. This book features easily accessible information for beginners (including a QuickStart for immediate results), advanced tips and techniques for pros, and extensive professional...
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Microsoft Office Live For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Automate common tasks like managing projects, customers, and documents
   The fun and easy way to share your data online and grow your business   

   Want to make Office Live work for you? Now you can get up and running quickly in all the basics with this nuts-and-bolts guide. From creating a Web site...
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The Essential Guide to Flash CS4Friends of Ed, 2009
If you're familiar with the basics of Flash, then The Essential Guide to Flash CS4 will take you further in all aspects of the application, animation, sound, 3D, Inverse Kinematics, the drawing tools, ActionScript, and much more. This book takes all the good bits of Flash CS4 and demonstrates them in methodical and intuitive exercises full of hints...
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RV Vacations For Dummies (Dummies Travel)For Dummies, 2006

	From New England to the Oregon Coast, from Texas to the Tetons, America is full of fascinating and friendly places — and your RV is a great way to get to any one of them. This fun, friendly guide shows you how to get the most out of your RV vacations with fun itineraries and handy tips on:

	
		Choose the...
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iPhone 3D Game Programming All In OneCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	This is a complete guide to iPhone and iPod Touch game development. Beginning with the basics and ending with a finished game published in the App store this book covers all the fundamentals. The combined strength of Unity and the iPhone development platform are used to full effect allowing even complete novices to create and publish an...
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Getting Started with Meteor.js JavaScript FrameworkPackt Publishing, 2012

	Creating the most modern, dynamic, multi-user web applications quickly and easily is exactly what Meteor was designed for – and it’s all done in JavaScript. In this tutorial is everything you need to know to get started.


	Overview

	
		Create dynamic, multi-user web applications completely in...
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AppleScript Studio Programming for the Absolute BeginnerCourse Technology PTR, 2006

	Welcome to AppleScript Studio Programming for the Absolute Beginner. Apple-Script Studio is a collection of tools that work together to create a powerful application development environment that supports the development of native Mac OS X applications. AppleScript Studio supports the creation of graphical desktop applications using the...
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Learning Quartz Composer: A Hands-On Guide to Creating Motion Graphics with Quartz ComposerAddison Wesley, 2012

	 


	Welcome to Learning Quartz Composer! We guarantee this will be the most fun geek book you have read, and by the end your digital world will be a better-looking place. Whether you dream of live visuals, interactive installations, Cocoa apps, dashboard widgets, or extra awesomeness for your film and motion...
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tinyAVR Microcontroller Projects for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2011

	CREATE FIENDISHLY FUN tinyAVR MICROCONTROLLER PROJECTS


	This wickedly inventive guide shows you how to conceptualize, build, and program 34 tinyAVR microcontroller devices that you can use for either entertainment or practical purposes. After covering the development process, tools, and power supply sources, tinyAVR...
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